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Looking to increase your project sales?

LOOK NO FURTHER THAN EPIC

TM

EPIC empowers energy efficiency project professionals to estimate the
energy savings and financial impacts of their projects in real time.
Proprietary data, predictive analytics and proven technology
are based on thousands of energy performance improvement
projects conducted nationwide over the past decade.
POWERFUL SOFTWARE FOR ENERGY PROJECTS
Estimate energy savings
Calculate financial impacts
Win more projects!
DESIGNED TO MEET KEY MARKET CHALLENGES
MARKET CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

Contractors lack tools to estimate project
energy savings and annual operating cost
reductions for inclusion in their proposals.

EPIC calculates the dollar value of energy
savings from equipment upgrade scenarios,
which can be appended to project proposals.

Property owners, with information limited to
replacement cost, often delay the decision to
replace equipment that is beyond its useful life.

EPIC’s project economics analysis provides
owners with the information they need to make
a fully informed, expedited investment decision.

It is cost prohibitive for contractors to allocate
“at-risk” skilled labor to develop a project that
will deliver the highest return on investment.

EPIC automates cost-benefit analyses to
cost-effectively determine the optimal
improvements that maximize cash flow.

EPIC WORKS ANYWHERE
The EPIC app is cloud-based
and can be accessed anywhere
with an internet connection.
EPIC-generated reports
appended to your
proposal can transform an
unwelcome capital expense
to a compelling investment
opportunity.

SCHEDULE A FREE DEMO
Schedule a personal walk-through with an EPIC product expert and see how energy efficiency
professionals are using EPIC’s proven methodology to:
y Integrate energy savings and financial impacts in project proposals
y Enter custom improvements that will support myriad project types
y Create, save, and compare different equipment scenarios to optimize your project based on
key cost and savings impacts
y Provide property owners the data they need to confidently invest in energy improvements
y Win more projects!

CONTACT US TODAY TO LEARN MORE!
203-880-5300 | EPIC@SRSworx.com | www.SRSworx.com
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